Onduvilla Installation
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Onduline®
Recommended professional installation of Onduvila:

Fix 18mm OSB3 damp resistant boarding to the cross purlins set at 60cm centres. Alternatively external grade plywood can be used.

Place Ondutiss breather membrane across the boarding with a minimum 150mm overlap and tack to secure.

Using specific 60mm length nails, fix the first tile course allowing no more than 70mm unsupported overhang. Work across the roof with a single overlap cutting surplus at the other edge.

Start the next course with a cut tile to break the bond but observing the marker lines for the correct lap. This ensures a better look and avoids a possible overlap with 4 layers of material.

The top course may need to be cut to ensure both sides meet at the apex before securing the ridge pieces. Ventilated foam filler is also an option at this point.

Complete the roof with either Onduvilla moulded verge pieces or a timber barge board.

Further more specific details are available from the technical literature available at:

www.onduline.co.uk